tions have been made, several of which are recorded on the Table, and i health no cases have been found which depart from the curve more thai those indicated on it.
The observations made on the author are represented by simple blaci dots, those made on others are encircled by a r in g ; great size of a do 1 indicates that more than one independent observation has produced exact! similar results.
In none of the cases have measurements been made after violent exer cise. Differences in the height and age of the subjects experimented & have not been found to produce any appreciable effect.
The trace from infants has not been examined.
From the equation
x y = \ / x ,1c the lengt " fc p ulse trace may be represented in terms of x, a s -------7-; and as fron x • fc the nature of y it cannot be less than unity (no pulse having been seen wit! two contractions or more between two successive closures of the aorti valve), the limit of cardiac rapidity may be deduced to be 322 in a minuti ( £ = 4 7 ) ; but it is scarcely probable that pulses of such a rate could remai: so sufficiently long to be counted.
In many cases of disease implicating the circulatory system, the equa tion given above indicates that the duration o f .the first part of the heart' action is not norm al; thus, in a boy suffering from typhoid fever, on thi second day after the pyrexia had ceased, and when the temperature wa1 below the normal, x y was found = 225-25, where # = 6 0 , which differ from the equation^6 7 x 4 7 = 190*82, which shows that the length of the first part is considerably too short ii the former. In the same case, three days later, the patient rapidly im proving, with x = 5 6*5, x y = 188, which is much nearer the calculated normal result, 180-5, than on th« former occasion, the trace keeping pace with the other physical changes. It is probable that many other imperfections in the circulatory system can be similarly indicated, and it has been shown above with what facility a diagnosis may be arrived at. 
]
Observations of the Sun.
line was equally long, but broken.
The circumstance that this line is so rarely seen dark upon the sun makes me suspect a connexion between it and the line at 5015 Angstrom, which is also a bright line, and often is seen bright in the chromosphere, and then higher than the sodium and magnesium lines, when they are visible at the same time ; and the question arises, must we not attn ute these lines to a substance which exists at a higher temperature than those mixed with it, and to one of very great levity ? for its absorption me remains invisible, as a rule, in spot spectra.
, . , I have been able to make a series of observations on the fine spot which was visible when I commenced them on the 10th instant, not far 10111 e centre of its path over the disk. At this time, the spot, as ju §e y the almost entire absence of indications of geneial absorption in t e { umbral regions, was shallow, and this has happened to many o e SP seen lately. A few hours' observation showed that it was getting deeper apparently, and that the umbrae were enlarging and increasing in num er, as if a general downsinking were taking place ; but clou s came o\ er, a the observations were interrupted. , , By the next day (April 11) the spot had certainly developed an there was a magnificently bright prominence, comp ete ) oier ie c mass of umbra, the prominence being fed from the penumbra or very close to it, a fact indicated by greater brilliancy than in the ria it anV April 12. The prominence was persistent. April 15. Spot nearing the limb, prominence still persistent over spot At eleven I saw no prominence of importance on the limb, but about an hour afterwards I was absolutely startled by a prominence not, I think depending upon the spot I have referred to, but certainly near it, more than 2' high, showing a tremendous motion towards thfe eye. There were light clouds, which reflected to me the solar spectrum, and I therefore saw the black C line at the same time. The prominence C line (on which changes of wave-length are not so well visible as in the F line) was only coincident with the absorption-line for a few seconds of arc ! Ten minutes afterwards the thickness of the line towards the right was all the indication of motion I got. In another ten minutes the bright and dark lines were coincident.
And shortly afterwards what motion there was was towards the red! I pointed out to the Royal Society, now more than a year ago *, that the largest prominences, as seen at any one time, are not necessarily those in which either the intensest action or the most rapid change is going on. From the observations made on this and the following day, I think that we may divide prominences into two classes :-1. Those in which great action is going on, lower vapours being injected; in the majority of cases these are not high, they last only a short tim eare throbs, and are oft renewed, and are not seen so frequently near the sun's poles as near the equator. They often accompany spots, but are not limited to them. These are the intensely bright prominences of the Ame rican photographs.
2. Those which are perfectly tranquil, so far as wave-length evidence goes. They are often high, are persistent, and not very bright. These do not, as a rule, accompany spots. These are the " radiance" and dull prominences shown in the American photographs.
I now return to iny observations o f the spot. On the 16th the last of the many umbrae was close to the limb, and the most violent action was indicated occasionally. I was working with the G line, and certainly never saw such rapid changes of wave-length before. The motion was chiefly horizontal, or nearly so, and this was probably the reason why, in spite of the great action, the prominences, three or four of which wwf shut out, never rose very high. _ JKj I append some drawings made, at my request, by an artist, Mr. H w day, who happened to be with me, and who had never seen my instrume^ or the solar spectrum widely dispersed before. I attach great important to them, as they are the untrained observations of a keen judge of^form.
The appearances were at times extraordinary and new to me. The IjHj drogen shot out rapidly, scintillating as it went, and suddenly here MB: there the bright line, broad and badly defined, would be pierced, as it were, by a line of intensely brilliant light parallel to the length o spectrum , and at times the whole prominence spectrum was built up o f b rig h t lines so arranged, indicating that the prominence itse lf was built up o f single discharges, shot out from the region near the limb with a velo city sometimes amounting to 100 miles a second. After this had gone on for a time, the prominence mounted, and the cyclonic motion became e v id e n t; for away from the sun, as shown in my sketch, the separate masses were travelling away from the e y e ; then gradually a background of less luminous hydrogen was formed, moving with various velocities, and on this background the separate " bombs " appeared (I was working with a vertical spectrum) like exquisitely jewelled ear-rings.
It soon became evident that the region of the chromosphere just behind that in which the prominence arose, was being back with a velocity something like 20 miles a second, the back-rush being so local that with the small image 1 am unfortunately compelled to use, both the moving and rigid portions were included in the thickness of the slit. I saw the two absorption-lines overlap.
These observations were of great importance to me ; for the rapid action enabled me to put together several phenomena I was perfectly familiar with separately, and see their connected meaning.
They may he summarized as follows, and it will be seen that they teach us much concerning the nature of prominences. When the air is per fectly tranquil in the neighbourhood of a large spot, or, indeed, generally in any part of the disk, we see absorption-lines running along the whole length of the spectrum, crossing the Fraunhofer lines, and they vary in depth of shade and breadth according as we have pore, corrugation, or spot under the corresponding part of the slit, a pore, in fact, is a spot. Here and there, where the spectrum is brightest (where a bright point ot facula is under the slit), we suddenly see an interesting bright lozenge o light. This I take to be due to bright hydrogen at a greater pressure than ordinary, and this then is the reason of the intensely bright points seen in ranges of faculee observed near the limb.
The appearance of this lozenge in the spectroscope, which indicates a diminution of pressure round its central portion, is the signal tor some, and often all of the following phenomena :
..... . , . , The appearance o f the F line, with a tangential slit at the base of the prominence, included two o f the lozenge-shaped brilliant spots to which I have before referred ; they were more elongated than usual an effect of pressure, I hold-greater pressure and therefore greater complication of the chromosphere spectrum. This complication is almost impossible of obsei|| vation on the disk.
It is noteworthy that in another prominence, on the same side of the sun, although the action was great, the erupted materials were simple, *. e.
only sodium and magnesium, and that a moderate alteration of wave length in these vapours was obvious. ^ J1 Besides these observations on the 17th, I also availed m yself 0 * * pureness of the air to telescopically examine the two spots on the s t a which the spectroscope reported tranquil as to up and down rus es. saw every cloud-dome in their neighbourhood perfectly, and I saw these domes drawn out, by horizontal currents doubtless, in the penumbras,
